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Volume CXI, Issue 2 The student newspaper of the College
Wooster tradition threatened by lack of funds
By SUSAN WTTTSTOCK
Lack of doublets forced the Scot
Band to perform at last Friday's
Scot Spirit Day wearing white t-sh- irts
with their kilts instead of the
traditional doublet Thisyear's Scot
Band is the largest ever, with 120
students involved, and 14 doublets
need to be repaired and resized for
new students.
Although the band has 171 kilts
and 170 doublets, there are only
eight doublets that are a size 38 or
larger. Nancy Dinner, director of
the band, explained. "Smaller dou-
blets are being sacrificed for their
material to make them into larger
ones." The work is being done by
Mary Lou Kerr, a local seamstress
who also repaired 45 of the kilts this
summer.
Ditmer said that the doublets are
not the only problem with the band
uniforms. She said. It's a problem
that has been escalating over the
years. The uniforms are in very bad
shape. Seams are coming apart on
the kilts, the waistlines are disap-
pearing, the spats are falling apart.
Many things such as hat pins, belts
and beltbuckles need lobe replaced.
They look good from a distance but
up dose it looks really bad.'
The band began wearing the cur
ACS installs security
ByKOKKIANGOH
Academic Computing Services
has installed a new security system.
Mac Prefect, on public ACS-owne- d
computers on campus. The system
disallows arbitrary loading and un-
loading of software to and from the
computers, and does not permit
manipulation of the system folders
in those machines.
..
Walter Owens, head of computer
repairs and network services in ACS,
said that the move was primarily to
ensure ccisistcJit pei fox inarice from
the public computers. He said that
students were previously "custom-
izing" the systems, removing and
adding software, to the extent that
they were unusable to others. The
security system should also decrease'
the pirating of licenced software, a
situation which Owens said has been
a serious problem.
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rent style of uniform, a Scottish
military uniform-mad- e with the
McLeod tartan, in 194a Original
uniforms had been shipped from
Scotland in 1939,.but were sunk in
the Atlantic by a German subma-
rine. Ditmer estimated that as many
as 40 of the uniforms from the 1940
shipment are still in use, with IS to
20 of them currently being worn by
band members.
Nomore uniforms were purchased
until the mid 1970s, when between
80 to 100 were bought, and again in
1989, when 30 uniforms were added.
Dinner said, "Any reputable cloth-
ing company will tell you that 10 to
15 years is the life expectancy of a
uniform. That means that we only
have 30 uniforms that shouldn't be
entirely replaced."
Ditmer said, "Ifretentionofband
members fornextyear stays the way
it has been and we continue to have
a normal amount of first-yea- rs join,
we are in serious trouble, uniform
wise. ... I don't see how we could
even make it work if we had five
more students. The only solutions
would be to either dressJike we did
for spirit day or change to a more
reasonably priced uraform.like other
bands wear."
The uniforms are costly, running
approximately $1,000 each. R.
Concerning the effect the security
system would have on students and
faculty,Denise Byrnes, professorof
computer science, stated mat al-
though there had been some initial
problems, mostly with the running
of lab classes, they were minor and
have for the most part been worked
out. She said the move was "abso-
lutely necessary, especially if we
took a look at some other colleges."
Access to the communications
network atWooster is comparatively
less restricted, and it is used by a
larger percentage of the student
body, she said.
' Several students have expressed
reservations about the system. Jenn
Howard '95, a mathematics major
who works at ACS, said, Tt makes
it that much more difficult to do my
homework because it doesn't al-
low you to run applications off
floppy disks." Mark HalsaU '96,
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Spirit
Stanton Hales, vice president for
academic affairs, said, "The cost of
a whole new uniform is quite re-
markable. The entire $120,000 to
replace 120 uniforms cannot be fit
into the operating budget. We just
have to find ways to do it a part at a
time. ... It's a dilema and we're
doing the best that we can. If any-
one out there knows of a donor will-
ing to give $120,000 for band uni-
forms, let us know."
Henry Copeland, president of the .
College, said, "We are committed
to having a band and it is a happy
occurrence that so many people want
tQ play. ... It's something we need
to prepare for next year. As we put
together the budget for '95-'9- 6 these
uniforms could be figured into the
budget." He mentioned the possi-
bility that the band could limit the
number of students participating in
order to control costs.
Wooster is the only college in the
Norfh Coast Athletic Conference to
have a marching band. Ditmer said,
"We are very lucky to have such a
band. Everyone is able to be in it I
would hope the College would be
pleased with our growth. It is frus-
trating to have the situation this way
because the band is something
people point to with pride. . . . There
is never any hesitation in using the
prograi
another student employee at ACS,
said, "All computers science majors
bate it. It makes it really difficult to
compile programs."
Owens believes that the system is
an improvement, and stresses that
the move win result in smoother
running of the computing facilities.
"Now there should be no one calling
in to say that they can't print some-
thing because the system folder has
been tampered with," he said.
While tightening security on pub-h-e
computing facilities, ACS will
still continue to allow the use of
Broadcast and other network exten-
sions on private computers. This
had previously been a body-contend- ed
issue. Owen said, "If they
want to burden the network, it's
their own fault"
"Nobody's uying to be an ogre
or curb anyone's freedom. It'sjusta
requirement," Byrnes said.
Identity to perform at
Party on the Green
of Wooster
i&ir ' ,jiy 'Si
Doug Dawson '96, Michael Dean
98 and Alle Parker '97 perform
kilts to support the College. It adds
to the frustration that we are strug-
gling to even outfit the band. There's
got to be someone out there, who
would consider the uniforms impor-
tant enough to make a donation."
Band members Jim Folk '95 and
Doug Dawson 96 both expressed
concern. Folk said, "When you're
performing and your uniform
doesn't look good it takes away from
the satisfaction of the performance.
... I think more than most campus
Colleges, universities
targets ofcriticism
By MEGHAN FLAHERTY
Attacks made on institutions of
higher learning, sexual harassment
and the increasing pressure for ac-
countability of faculty members
were topics discussed at the Faculty
Reports meeting Tuesday in Kauke
HalL
Professor James Periey addressed
approximately a dozen faculty mem-
bers about the American Associa-
tion of University Professors
(AAUP) and its recent actions.
Periey, who ispresidentof the AAUP
and a member of the College's biol-
ogy department, also spoke on how
the AAUP planned to improve re-
sponsiveness to faculty problems.
Institutions of higher learning
have recently been bombarded by
Sports page 12
Fighting
Scots to open
season
against
Kalamazoo
Friday, September 9, 1994
photo by DARWIN KEITH-LUCA- S
'98, Phil Verhoef '97, Matt Reeves
in T-shi- rts at Scot Spirit Day. . :
organizations the band is seen more
by the public. We could do a better
job representing the school if we
were well dressed." . :
Dawson said he finds it "a real
shame that something which is such
a tradition atWooster is falling apart
and that its demise is something that
is being ignored." .... . .
.
.
- -
.
' Therd may or may not be fullydressed for tomorrow's tootban
game. "There's a chance we'll have
them on Saturday," Ditmer said. .
criticism from all sides. "We are
painted in the public eye as working
two hours a week," said Periey. The
AAUP hopes to improve the public
image of the higher education insti-
tutions.
The AAUP is working to make
collective bargaining available to
private institutions, as it is now for
public institutions, Periey said. Pri-
vate institutions were not allowed to
use collective bargaining because
faculty were on many committees
and thus when a problem arose,
people would be unable to decide
who was staff and who was man-
agement. The Clinton Administra-
tion has decided to make some
changes in the National Relations ,
please see PERLEY, page 2
Viewpoints
Editorials, cartoons,
columns and letters to
the editor
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News Briefs Perleyfrom front
CAMPUS
Tbjs. yeaCtfce price oflaundry tickets forwashers and dryers has risen from
50 cents to 60 cents. According to Bill Snoddy, vice-presid- ent for finance,
the price was.increa.ed to "cover the maintenance and hot water ofcurrent
machines and to repl ace worn out machines." Snoddy added that this is the
first price increase a i several years.
The college's com; titer network was disabled last Wednesday evening,
due ta water enteral ; one of the main network amplifiers in the Andrews
LQxary basement. J he connection was down throughThursdayandwasup
again on. Friday bm ming. Walter Owens, bead of computer repairs and
network services at Academic Computing Services, stated thai the break-
down was not an ir dicatioa of malfunction in the computer network itself
ao&had nothing ado with ACS. The damage was done to one of the main
communication. o works on campus, which in addition to computer
' networking also handles cable television. He added that the incident was
not caused by thr. nearby constructiorr on the library.
NATIONAL
The Department of Energy is planning the detonation of a uranium
processing buildmg northwest ofCincinnati. Although it is taking precau-
tions to prevent thespread of radioactive uranium, an Energy Department
spokesman says the demolition poses no threat to public health.
The baseball union is awaiting the owners' response on a proposal
submitted by several baseball players and three union leaders to the acting
baseball commissioner Bud Selig. Selig has declared today the tentative
deadline for reaching an agreement to salvage the rest of the baseball
season, or the season could be called off.
INTERNATIONAL
Haiti's army has begun barricading roads in Port-au-Prin- ce with concrete
sewer pipes to defend itself against a possible ILS. invasion. Thousands of
Haitians, led by leaders ofthe farright, denxmsn-ate-d Thursday againstILS.
intervention and the return of exiled President Jean-Bertra- nd Arisude. In
four days, the U.S. will send supply ships to Haiti to restore democracy.
The diScassioriS on a1ruon attheU.N. Population Conference have ended
as a special committee has revised controversial language on abortion. The
main negotiating committee will consider the changes Friday. Changes
include inserting the World Health Organization's definition of unsafe
abortion and changing a reference of"legal" abortion to abortion that"is not
against the law." However, die Vatican is still unlikely to approve the
changes or join the consensus on the 20 year plan to slow the world's
population growth.
--Talks between the US. and Cuba on ending the latest exodus of boat
people to the US. are expected to resume today. Talks were suspended
when the Cuban negotiator broke off discussions and returned to Havana to
consult with the government. The chairmen of the House and Senate
Foreign Affairs Committees are asking that the U.S.'s trade embargo
against Cuba be eased.
. Campus news briefs written by JON SETTZ and KOK KIAN GOH
National and international news briefs compiled by BETH CIHA with
information from The New York Times and Wire Services.
DO YOU PLAN TO SIGN
PARTY CONTRACTS?
If yoa do, you must attend an upcoming Party Contract Workshop.
Party Contract Wnrtahoo
Tuesday. Sept. 13. 1994
Thursday, Sept. 22, 1994
7 pjn. - 9 pjn.
Taylor HaU, Room 110
Limited Spacer For reservations call x2498
To sign a Party Contract you must be of legal drinking age
and have attended a Party Contract Workshop.
Remember, you need three members of your organiTation
mrip.iwiWrt fftw wW h HO PTCCTtiOPS.
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Labor Act, according toPerley. The
AAUPhas petitioned for the right to
have collective bargaining in all in-
stitutions. There should be a deci-
sion by the end of September. Perley
said.
Tenure allows professors, after
teaching six years and being ap-
proved by their departments, the
right to, as Perley said, "free speech
and the right to teach controversial
issues in controversial ways," with-
out fear of losing theirjobs. Gover-no- r
Voinovich has proposed a re--'
view of all faculty every five years
whether tenured or not The faculty
member would then have five years
to make up for any deficiency. The
AAUP is opposed to the legislation,
which would end all tenure, Perley
said.
There is an increased pressure for
schools to be held accountable for
their actions, Perley said. State Post-seconda- ry
Review Entities is trying
to develop a method to access a
student's ability tobe successful out
of school If a standard were set for
colleges, it would have to be at a
level that the two year or junior
colleges would be able to meet, thus
pulling the standard down. Perley
Socialists
By ANDY DUKER
Wooster resident Ian Burns
doesn't believe that the socialist
movement is just rhetoric.
We really want to be an activist
organiTation,' he said at a meeting
Wednesday evening in Lowry on
'Why You Should Be a Socialist.'
"We're small but growing. In the
places we exist we are able to have
an influence on local issues." At the
listened to a speech by Sheri
Wolf, the Midwest organizer for the
International Socialist Organization
(ISO).
Burns is one of the four members
of the Wooster chapter of the ISO,
which has approximately 700 mem- -
INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAMS
OFFICE
Get a head start on your
applications for studying off-camp- us
next semester. The
deadlines for program applica-
tions art due at the beginning
of October, butfinishing them
now prevents stress and
confusion at the last minute.
For more information on
programs, deadlines, credit
transfers, etc:
Visit Carolee Taipale at
Hider House
x2406
Dr. James Perley flips through the pages of a book as he speaks
about the AAUP at Tuesday's Faculty Reports meeting.
stated that measure "can lead to a
uniform mediocrity.''
There is also pressure for profes-
sors to be held accountable for their
actkms. Perley stated that profes-
sors, because they do not have a
'boss, do "more than they could
reasonably be expected to work...
promote activism
bers in the United States. He planned
the meeting with the help of Karen
Zimmer '97, a recent member of the
organization.
Zimmer is in the process of get-
ting a charter for a socialist organi-
zation on campus. "There's a group
being formed in the high school,"
she said. "We're hoping to do the
same here." Two of the four mem-
bers of the Wooster chapter of the
ISO currently attend thehigh school.
Zimmer believes that a socialist
group on campus could help people
handle the problems of society by
"giving people some answers towhy
they happen, and helping to an-
swer frustrations people have."
Wolf discussed current events in
the news such as the OJ. Simpson
case, domestic violence and thevio-
lence in Rwanda. She wanted "to
get more people to think about the
society we live in and that it capi-
talism needs to be destroyed and .
how to destroy it." ,. ; -- -V
Wolf also expressed her dissatis-
faction with President Clinton's re-
versal on universal health care,call--.
htg it a "sellout.-- When asked by a
student if health care reform wasn't
counterproductive to socialism's
CLASSIFIED
The Wooster YMCA is seeking
qualified students as tutors
for junior high students.
Must be available from
2:30 pjn. to 5:30 pjn.,
'Monday through Thursday.
Apply in person at 680 Wood-'---
land Avenue, Wooster.
L 4
' pboto byTJZ MADISON
we have not been very good at tell-
ing people what we do."
The AAUP has 42,500 members
nationwide, and theCollege has four
members on campus. Speaking for
the AAUP, Perley staled"we do not
see ourselves as a labor union in any
way."
goal of revolution, she responded
that it wasn't. She quoted another
socialist, saying. "'Revolutionaries
are the best fighters for reforms."
She went on to say, "We want to
fight for reforms not only because it
makes people's lives better and
makes a difference ... in the here
and now but because the process of
organizing people for reforms ...
radicalizes people." Revolution,
however, is socialism's "ultimate
goal," she said.
Three of the main problems of
society that socialism is working to
prevent, according to Wolf, are rac-
ism, sexism and hornophobia. Italso
supports unions andawoman'sright
to abortion, she explained. "What
we need to build in this country is a
multi-cultur- al take-ba- ck society,"
she said. By challenging the status
quo, we can build a fighting alter-
native against the kinds of crap
people put up with in their daily
Uvea." she added.
.
"Everything in this society basi-
cally comes down to 'can you make
a profit on it?" she said. She be-
lieves socialism's goal is "building
a society based on human need in-
stead of profit."
Spring Break '95
SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH
AGO FREE!!! .
Student Travel Services is now
hiring campus representatives.
Lowest rates to Jamaica, Cancun,
Daytona and Panama City Beach.
Call 1-S0O-64- S-4S49
Septemberi9ri994 i ier
Public phase of presidential search begins
NEWSSERVICES
The public phase of the College's
search for a new president began in
August when the "Presidential Po-
sition Specification" document was
completed and distributed to lead-
ers in higher education and others
throughout the country.
Made Wilson, professor of geol-
ogy and faculty chair of the joint
Trustee-Facult- y Search and Screen-
ing Committee, explained that the
process of preparing the specifica-
tion, which essentially is the job
description for the next president,
began with a series of discussion
groups comprised of representative
members of the College commu-
nity. Information, ideas and con-
cerns were gathered at those discus-
sions and summarized during later
meetings of the Trustee-Facult- y
Committee, which is jointly chaired
'94 Forum series
to begin Monday
By AARON RUPERT
Wooster Forum events this se-
mester will draw a diverse group of
speakers, ranging from political
theorists to racial and ethnic ex-
perts, scientific researchers tomusi-
cians and playwrights. The forums,
in conjunction with the First-Ye- ar
Seminar program, will complement
the theme of "Knowledge, Power
and Responsibility."
The first of these forums, on Sept
12, will be a panel of journalists
from the Akron Beacon Journal to
discuss their Pulitzer Prize winning
series, "A Question of Color." The
panel will discuss the origins and
importance of the controversial se-
ries, which analyzed the complex
race relations in the city of Akron.
Professor of religion and Afro-Americ- an
history Cornel West of
Harvard University will be here on
Sept 20. He is the author of many
books, including the best selling
"Race Matters." West, as reported
by journalistRobmBoynton, speaks
with "a Baptist preacher's oratori-
cal zeaL"
Wopster's own Karen Beckwith,
associate professor of political sd-encjC- will
be giving a lecture on
Sept 29 entitled "When Class
Struggles Learns from Race
Struggles." Beckwith has written
two books and is a prominate femi-
nist.
Professor Emeritus of biology
Mary E. Clark of San Diego State
University will be giving a lecture
on Oct 4. ' "Professor Clark is
interested in theways we think about
the natural world," saidSusanFigge,
dean of faculty, when asked about
Clark. Clark's speech. "The Search
for New Modes of Thinking." will
tHEM-voosTE- R v oicThriCTooster Voice News
byWilson and trustee JohnCDowd.
The document contains: a de-
scription of the College's history,
traditions and current position: an
outline ofthe directions the College
would like to go in the next decade
and beyond; and a summary of the
characteristics the College seeks in
anewpresidenL : : "
"Announcements based on the
specification already have appeared
or will appear in several national
publications,' including : The
Chronicle of Higher Education,
Black Issues in Higher Education
aiulWomen'sReview ofBooks' said
Wilson.
Nominations of individuals and
applications may be sent to Wilson
orDowd.
In order to ensure the broadest
possible pool of candidates for the
presidency, Wilson stressed that all
inquiries, nominations and applica- -
examine the ways different groups
view the natural world.
An expert insider's opinion about
U.S. politics will begiven by George
Will, political commentator and col-
umnist for the Washington Post and
Newsweek. "Men At Work: The
Craft of Baseball" and "Congress,
Term Limits and the Recovery of
Democracy" number among his
book titles. Will's speech, "Pubhc
Affairs, Public Policy and Ameri-
can Society," will be on Oct 10.
The Cleveland Orchestra will be
in conceit at Wooster on Oct. 23.
This forum is to show how music
can be used to express knowledge
and ideas, as well as art and beauty.
The guest conductor will be
Friedrich Cehra, accomplished Aus-
trian conductor and composer.
Professors Athena Tacha and Sa-
rah Schuster of Oberlin's art depart-
mentwill have a showing ofart from
Nov. 1 to Dec. 4, and will give a
lecture on Nov. 1. The exhibit is
entitled "Fashioning Life and
Death." - - ' -
- Theater will also be represented j
in the forum series, with professor
of theater Anna Deavere Smith of
StanfordUniversityonNov. 10. She
will be performing scenes from two
different Dlavs. " "
The Academy Aard wirmmg"
ei 4nL:i.j.ik:. liuk mom1 11111 rilUBUCUUI, H1UU1 9IW9
Tom Hanks and Denzel Washing-
ton will be shown from Nov. 18 to
Nov. 20 in Mateer auditorium. The
film will be used to examine AIDS
and homophobia as well as other
topics.
All forum events will be held in
McGaw Chapel unless noted other-
wise. Many of the events will be
broadcast on WCWS 90.9. Formore
information, call (216) 263-256- 6.
tions will be held in the strictest
confidence until the new president
is named by the College's Board of
Trustees.
Wilson stated, "this is not like a
search for a faculty member or an-- --
other administrator."
"Many ofthe very bestcandidates
will be in positions in which they
cannot have their identity publicly
revealed." :
According to Dowd and Wilson,
preliminary screening ofcandidates
will begin in mid-Octob- er. The com-
mittee plans to present its. recom-
mendations on the final candidates
to the Executive Committee of
Wooster'sBoard ofTrustees in early
1995.
Henry Copeland, who began his
18th year as president in July, an-
nounced in April 1992 that he would
be retiring from that position as of
June 1995.
ByBETUCniA
,The secrecy sarroundjiis ft
search for the president is abreed-
ing ground for rumors carreruly'
cinnlatir.gthecainpus. One such
rumor, that Sizrdev Gaul will be
Dean hires new staffers
Plusquellec confident in appointments
By AMANDA JUNKIN
Kenneth R. Plusquellec, dean of
students, has announced four new
appointments to his staff. .
Plusquellec stressed that thre.are
certain qualities essential to being
on the dean of students, staff.' "We
look for people who have a good
understanding of student services
within a private liberal arts institu-
tion," he said.
"We also look for people who
have a lot of energy," Plusquellec
said. He said he is confident that the
new appointments have met these
expectations and will benefit the
diverse needs of the College com-
munity.
John Ginsburg has been named
manager of the College entertain-
ment and recreation centers.
Ginsburg was the vice president of
Three Suns Enterprises, Inc., a com-
pany that oversees theoperation ofa
used bookstore and desktop pub-
lishing companies in Albuquerque,
N.M. He graduated from Carnegie
Mellon University in Pittsburgh in
1991 andearned his master's degree
from Indiana University in
Bloom ington.
Annmaria Greco was appointed
assistant director of student activi-
ties and Droerammine. A 1992
narnedpresident,is emphatically
denied ty Wilson.
; Artoer rsrscr iattthecow
ro&ee will vets wlhout avow-
ing the rest cf the fccdty an op
I pottunrty to voice xts concerns.
Wilson demed Cds iusa, saying j
! Tlhere isalways the option thata
search can be completely confiK
dential but that the committee
woald not make a final decision
'
without consulting the faculty (
" Wilson said the committee is
in "the final stages of the dec!'
sion process and plan tohave a
list of carididateit this monik "
.
graduate of Bridgewater State Col-
lege in Massachusetts, Greco re-
ceived her master' s degree from Ply-
mouth State College in New Hamp-- .
shire. She was a graduate assistant.
for the. College Union and the, stu- -. J,
dent Activities Office at Plymouth
Staff rv ! S!:.-- 5 of ru trist
Kimberly Rodger-Ferguso- n was:
named assistant dean ofstudents for.
black student affairs, .Since1993..
she has been the assistantdirector or
multicultural affairs at Albion Col-
lege in Michigan. A 1990 graduate
of Ashland University, Rodger-Ferguso- n
earned her master's de-
gree from the University of Akron.
At Akron, she served as an orienta-
tion instructorforone year. She also
helda teaching assistantshipatFenix
Circle Enterprises of Cleveland.
Bradley Shaw has been appointed
assistant director of residential life.
Shaw worked on the staff of the
Division ofStudent Affairs at Wash-
ington and Jefferson College in
Pennsylvania. A 1993 graduate of
Baldwin-Wallac- e College, he also
holds a master's degree from the
University of Maine at Orono.
Compiled with information from "
News Services andfrom a recent
memorandum from dean of
students Kenneth R. Plusquellec.
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN BEING A PARTY ASSISTANT?
If you are 19 years of age or older
and looking for a unique employment experience,
applications are available at the Office of Residential Life.
Applications are due
to the Office of Residential Life, Babcock Hall
by 5:00 PM on Friday, September 16.
Any questions??
Call Brad Shaw, Assistant Director of Residential Life
at extension 2498.
.
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College
to get
new Macs
By AARON RUPERT
New Macintosh computers are
about to be installed for the art.'
music and theatercommunications
departments, as well as for the year-
book staff and for general student
use in Luce. '
Dan Cottle, acting director ofAca-
demic Computing Services, said,
"They are called 'demobundles that
are purchased for a reduced price,
some limes as much as 50 percent
off, with the agreement that they are
put inl public areas, meaning that
students can use them. Next spring
the departments may purchase them
if they find them useful."
The art department is receiving a
Power Mac 8100. which wilt be
housed in Taylor by request of the
department. This computer will be
used by intermediate and advanced
photography students for optical
scanning, according to Cottle". -- ''
The music department will have a
Power Mac 7100. Housed in Shieide,
this computer. --wil have. a, powerful
.
'music., program. cdled.Fjuaaletiial
an .reused, by r composition' arid
.aavaiKxamusKineurysuiuciiis. iik,
compjuwffljrtso
'freeparQRejft'MypuJasnrr.
. A Power Mac olOO will be shared
by, the theater and communications
departments: The theater depart-
ment will use aprogram called Aldus
3D, which will allow, students lay?
out sight lines, scenery design and
stage lighting without ever setting
foot on the stage. The communica-
tions department will use the Mac to
create graphics and layouts in publi-
cations and student projects.
The yearbook staff will receive a
LC575 to facilitate the layout of the
Index. The last computer will be
available to students for word pro-
cessing and general use in the Luce
computing room. -- . .
All computers will be installed
after the ACS office has-reorga.-niz- ed
from the retirement of Car)
Zimmerman, the former directod
Cottle said that there has not yek
been time la install them. 2
This is the first time the College
has taken advantage of this special
"
deal from Apple. j
Page
WOOSTER INSIGIT
Uniforms need to be replaced
' The Wooster ScotMarchingBand is and has always been one of the most
publicized aspects of the College. In a recent Plain Dealer special section
on college football, a full-col- or photo of the band in uniform accompanied
an article about the football team. The article explained that there is
"something staring about watching the kilted contingent walk down the
north slope leading the team from the locker rooms to Papp Stadium."
The McLeod plaid represents our public image, as well an integral part
of the College's identity. Unfortunately, the band's uniforms are desper-
ately ia need ofreplacementand repair, and we are in danger of losing this
tiinhonfTrrdWofmtnf -- ThftMTateofhandimifornisiaasad
and unacceptable reflection on the College. Although compktely replacing
the uniforms would be expensive (1 20 uniforms at $lXX)eachX in the long
run fe is a soU price to pay to keep the tradition alive.
J Scot Spirit Day reflects diversity
T3ivcnirjr" has become the hallmarked cwgenetatkn, and the College
has been striving to sustain "a community where differences are valued in
the context of common goals" (Calendar of Events 1994) through events
such as Scot Spirit Day.
" Forty-seve-n student organizations gathered at the hillside ofLowry and
celebrated the differences and commonalities among Wooster students last
Friday at Scot Spirit Day. Not only did this provide a meeting place for
upperclass students to get reacquainted with old friends, it also gave new
students an opportunity to explore what different organizations have to
offer. --
'
' It was a well attended event; according to Director of Dining Services
Howard Raber, over900 students turned out to hear the Scot Band, to enjoy
the outdoor picnic and to sign up for various student activities. We
commend the organizers of Scot Spirit Day for their hard work in coordi-
nating this day's events. - -- ' - V
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Socialized medicine: R.I. P.
As Congress retired for its sum-
mer recess last week, thatgiantsuck-in- g
sound you heard was Clinton's
-----------
----------- healtheare
. . - . plan taking itsTodd Lewis ust breath.
Having wwed
not to' allow the .Senate to recess
until it passed some-versio- n of
ClintonCare, Senate Majority .
Leader George Mitchell (D-Mai- ne)
virtually admitted defeat when he
allowed senators to go home and
campaign vigorously to distance
themselves from Clinton and his
health care monstrosity.
While the magnitude of this de-
feat for the Clinton administration is
hard to overstate, and I hate to sound
"obstructionist," we as young people
should all be delighted at this turn of
events. Is was becoming more and
more apparent as the debate pro-
gressed, healthcare reform was in
large part an attempt to coerce young
people to pay inflated prices forour
medical care in order to subsidize
the affluent (and politically
hegemonic) elderly.
Of course, the effect of Clinton's
plan on the young was overshad-
owed by a media that collectively
ignores twenty-somethin- gs when
they're not trying toanalyze us with
their boomer standards. But look-- .
ing at it from our point of view is
revealingabout the intentions of the
elite of the democratic party and
about welfare politics as a whole.
Forexample, while the debate over
the exclusion of people with preex-
isting conditions was shrouded in a
cloak of misinformation from the
start, the reality of the preexistent
conditions debate is that these people
are by and large elderly with chronic
illnesses of old age.
What does allowing people with
preexisting conditions into the sys
tem mean? It means healthy people
will have to pay higher prices, for-
bidding many poorpeople from buy-
ing healthcare: Ehere wiH be no-incenti- ve
tcvkaep medical insurance-i- n
case yotrget sick, and so. fewer"
people will, again raising the costs
"
of insurance. - ; - v - .
- Of course, when combined with
an employer mandate, this is not a
problem for the democrats. This
"employer mandate" is really a re-
gressive tax which, like the regres-
sive FICA taxes, punishes us with
lower standards of living and fewer
jobs while distributing even more
benefits to the elderly, the most af-
fluent (and politically powerful) seg-
ment of our population. .
As if this were not a sufficiently
offensive slap in the face of young
people, the democrats take their in-
justice one step further with the
abomination of"coinmunity rating."
The theory is that --communities' of
individuals should "share the bur--
den" of medical care with equal
weight, based on the theory that it is
not the fault of the elderly that they
are always sirk. and soyoung people
too should have to chip in under a
Rawls-lik- e belief in common provi-'aio- n..
All of which serves to ameliorate
oneofthe greatest costs ofAmerica's
old folks through a massive redistri-
bution of wealth from the young.
Market theory says that young
people should pay less because they
get sick less. Is itno wonder that the
American Association of Retired
Persons (AARP) supports getting
healthcare out of the realm of the
market, where market forces rule,
and under the control of the federal
government, where the AARP rules?
AD of this talk of "justice" and
"fairness" ignores that we are subsi-
dizing the costs of our nation's
wealthiest people. Yes, the elderly
pay more for healthcare, but they
have also had a lifetime to save for it
(and to buy cheap, unsocialized
medical insurance.) -
How just is it tdtakgfron) society's
poorest people (the young, working
poor) through a new regressive (ax
system, in order to helpout society's
richest and most powerful? Auto-
mobile insurance is a heavy burden
for the working poor, and yet I don't
hear the AARP jumping to institute
"community rating" for that. The
tact that 1 pay twice as much auto
insurance as my grandmother is just --
fine with her, despite the fact that I
am an excellent driver and that young
people's chronic incidence ofwrecks
is not their fault, just as old people's
chronic illnesses are not their fault.
Socialized medicine is not about
reducing costs. The Congressional
Budget Office says that both costs
and me federal deficitwill rise under
any of the plans on the table. If they
wanted to reduce costs, they would
bring young people into the system
by cost-reduci- ng market reforms and
by malpractice reform (which is un-dunk- abk
to thcQirtons. whose larg-e-st
campaign comributors were trial
lawyers.) Socialized medicine is not
aboutjustice. It takes from the young
poor regardless of ability and gives
to the elderlyrich regardless ofneed, .
It would lead to lower standards of
living, to rationing and to unneces-
sary suffering and death.
Socialized medicine is about
power politics and about those with
political power trying to bring as
much of society as possible under
their personal control.
And for that reason, may it rest in
peace.
Todd Lewis is the
Viewpoints editor.
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friend.
Computers are
here to stay. We
are officially well
into the computer
age, and nothing will ever change
that. If you are computer-sh- y, the
time to learn was yesterday. ' "
It's only going to get worse for . .
you. As much as I love computers ...
The PC hastruly reinvented you StUl Can't Clirlup next to a
mSZEZ&SSZs &wmz f"oca and
And so has the network. What a computer.
happens when one person con
nects his computer to his friend's?
Well, before long, you have an en-
tire "virtual world" consisting of
literally millions ofpeople and their
computers.
Some call it the "information su-
perhighway." Whatadvantages does
itoffer over previous forms ofcom-
munication? For starters, it's free,
at least for us here at Wooster, and at
least for now. We can send and
receive e-m- ail as well as talk in real-
time with friends, enemies and even
strangers. We can also check the
weather in Kenyaor search a library
need to have a name. Take Broad-
cast. For those of you still using an
Apple Be Broadcast is a program
mat lets yon send abrief (three-lin- e)
message to anybody on your imme-
diate network. At least on this cam-puSvi- t's
used primarily as a way to
be disgusting without giving your
name. It's all a 6ig game. Who am
I talking to? '
It's also an enormous waste of
time. U is, witoout a doubt the least
efficient' form of communication
available except for maybe skywrit-
ing. Maybe. Are you lonely? Want
The WoSfEVVQftPOiNTS
Useful and fun? Yes, but . .
I love computers. They simplify
thousands of tasks per day. I would
literally be lost without my trusted
Mac U'sareference tool, acommu-
nications device, a printing press
" ' '
and a friend. Yes, a
Zachary
Veilleux
catalog in Spain. We can download
everything from games to sophist-
icated accounting software to
naughty pictures. We can see the
sights and bearme sounds ofpeople
we will never meet. We can write to
the president. And we can do it all
from the comfbntfourlivmgrjooms,
bedrooms or.inmy case, dorm room. --
It's neat It's fun. It's probably even
useful.
What else has it provided for us?
Anonymity. Suddenly, you don't
to talk to somebody? Pick up the
phone. You're not spending twenty
grand a year to stay up all night
sending ASCII characters to some-
one youH never meet. At least I'm
noc -
.
I don't know what kind of tech-
nology is around the corner. I know
that by next year a bunch ofthe stuff
I own win again be outdated, and'
again, I won't be able to afford to
replace them. I'm used to that It's
nothing new. Remember LPs? EP?
Now they're settings on your
VCR.
There will always be those
who embrace technology and
those who are scared, maybe
even threatened by it. But.
regardless oftechnology, some
things win be here fora while.
Some things just die hard.
Books. Newspapers. Magazines.
As much as I love computers, and as
much information as CD-RO- M give
us access to, you still can't curl up
next to a fue with a mug ofhot coca
and a computer. You'll never be
able to. You can't skim the head-
lines over bacon and coffee if your
newspaper is on CD-RO- M.
And there's something that's just
not right about a Christmas card
without a stamp.
Zacharj Veilleux is the tdilor.in chief.
Smokestack threatens clean air
Probably just about everyone on campus has noticed
the large smokestack behind the footbaD field. Anyone
who wanders over there may be surprised to discover
that this power plant is owned and operated exclusively
by the College of Wooster. This functional eyesore,
located right in the middle of otherwise beautiful scen-
ery, provides the college with all heating and air condi-tioni- ng
needs, as weU as a marginal amount ofelectric- -
to.
. The plant bums- n power ap--KODin Oswald proximately 23 tons of coal a
. day. This is rather rnodest com-
pared to a typical power plant, which may bum up to
10,000 tons daily. The power plant is temporarily
burning natural gas but will return to coal when the
demand for power increases m the fall
Although there are attempts to collect the ash and
other waste products produced by the burning coal, it is
not possible to remove aU the pollutants. .:
Currently, bags are used to collect the large particles
from die flue gas. Scrubbers use a limestone solution to
neutralize acidic compounds and can remove a signifi-
cant portion of the sulfur but are not installed in the
power plant.
Sulfur dioxide has gained much publicity lately for
being the causeofacid rain. Acid rain is responsible for
the degradation of lakes and forests in the northern
United States and Canada. Another gas given off is
carbon dioxide, which is alleged to be the cause of
global warming.
Coal is not only harmful to bum. it is also hazardous
to mine and transport Strip mimngnc only destroys all
surface vegetation, but also runoff from the mines may
pollute nearby-stream- s .and rivers, endangering the
water supply. Despite the drawbacks to coal, it remains
in use due to its relatively low costand abundance in the
United States and throughout the world.
Even though there is enough coal to last through the
end of the next century, coal is a fossil fuel and conse-
quently isa limited resource. Despite common miscon-
ceptions, there will not be many more discoveries of
additional fossil fuels - once they are used up, they are
gone.
. There are alternatives to fossil fuels. Nuclear power
isefficient,butproduces radioactive wastes which must
be disposed of. Hydroelectric power is renewable and
pollution free, but requires building expensive dams
and damages the ecology both upstream and down-
stream from the dam .
: Some research is being conducted into renewable
resources, such as solar and geothermal power. How-ever.theseerie- rgy
soirees wiU riot tje able to replace our
dependence on fossil fuels unless efforts increase. An-
other potential solution to the problem is the burning of
tires ami other waste that would ordinarUyte
V Fwthc ofyou that have begun to drifted, the point
of the article is this: whenever we waste the hot water,
heating, or even meelectricity, we are not only ineffi- -
cientry using a limited power supply, we are also
spoliating the Air we breathe as we watte to classes,
- perform extracurricular, and go about our everyday
activities.-.;7-
-
nt s
Just think about it the next time you leave your
computeron all day or are tempted to takes hot shower,
- and take a deep breath. In the future, --you may not be
. breathing as easily.
.
.
- .... . ... .
For letters to the editor, you can reach the voice via e-m- ail at
Voiceacs.wooster.edu
ni-- at Unv fV187
IDs as credit cards?--.
As we all know, it has become rather popular to discuss the --present
condition of the food that dining services dish out three times a day.
However, it is this student's opinion that we need not suffer aay longer. The
"
solution I have in mind is one that is completely
TTttiin Wonfmon feasible and is used at many other uminrtjonv'giUian YYam an Vassarbeing one in particular. Thereforethis is
obviously not a completely revolutionary idea;
and very possible here at Wooster.
The solution is a system that utilizes a simple movement Of your arrs and
your college I.D. How does it work? WeU, a portion of the money thai is
directed into room and board is given to, say. Papa John's PizzaV Papa
John's would be given approximately $50 per semester for each stadeatthac
subscribes to trie program. It would then enable your college ID; to acta
a charge card up to the $50 limit to have pizza delivered.- - This Could ate
be expanded to Hop Hing Chinese Restaurant, McDorialds, HarifssmQ
basically any restaurant or eatery in close proximity to campus. hi could
even be done at Mom 'sTruck Stop, where the eqnjpmeruialready present
o Just imagine it at two o'clock in the morning asrudent cbtffd&j to a fast- -
food joint with no cash, no wallet just a school LDV This uvtheflqm
age; where technology is advancing faster than everand thescpoj
keen up bv adding facilities that would actually matter tajfudents. va
of behind the scenes improvements that no one knows about , tnt.cop
must stay competitive in both academics and frills that wiUnia'he
difference in choosing one college over another, and this is the best ideaet
At Vassar, every student is thrilled with the system, and these daysit hajd
to please everyone.
There is no reason this system cannot be initiated immediately. Tt wcjjqd
cost the school practically nothing possibly a slight loss in reven'ucf, f
dining services in the short term, but in the long haul jt;WOudrpff
because the school would seem more attractive to prospWuyf tudcQts Q
know I would have been impressed!). It disturbs, me$jnffixjjflL ite
administration spent $250,000 on the I.D. checker J jfdormitory doors when there was not a severe prcrpvwtgwg
dormitories in the first place, , In addition, people stiljf prop open doors for
periods ofat least half an bour.anyw'ay. They could have spent (and still
can)--a fraction of that amount on implementing this system which would
seriously raise the level ofenjoyment of being a student atthe College." So
come on Woostar arhnialstjeriarE3intJfttfi$ "MX V II
A messagefwm SGApresident
Welcome back from what I hope was a great summer for all of you! ?
As sad as it really is, summer vacations must come to an end. But it :
means thatyour Student Government Association is just getting gassed '.
up for a new year! YEAH!
A great opportunity to become an SGA senator awaits 26 students.
SGA needs a diverse Senate to represent our student body. Sopho-
mores, juniors and seniors will all have the opportunity to elect five!!
i
senators to the Senate. The first-ye- ar class will have the opportunity U ;
elect six students to represent them with five at-lar- ge positions to be
filled as well. .
Petitions are now available at Lowry Front Desk and are due;
Tuesday. Sept 13 by noon. Elections will be held on Sept 19 during! ;
dinner hours in both Lowry and Kitrredge. . jj
To clarify, the SGA Senate are your elected officials who are here toj
address and assist fellow students and their desire for change. Thej j
Senate is the primary resource for the student body's concerns and mos!
often is the voice for the students when interacting with administrators !
and faculty. Being a member of the Senate is a great experience and isj !
lots of FUN! I'i
I want to extend an invitation to all the old and new faces on campusg !
to pursue a Senate position. Also to those who would like to serve a!
this year's Student Government Association's vice presiuehtof sui-- jl
dent affairs, GO FOR IT! These positions are AWESOME because so ,'
much of the work is rewarding, to both you and the community as' i
'
whole.
There are many issues that need to be addressed and that is why !
encourage all of those who choose not to'runrAaJfe sure you take art; '
active role in seeking the best-representativ- es in the senate. -
See you at the election booth! .
DaitEphntim'.'9j
SGA President J
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Annual Scot Spirit Day lauded as' resounding sucess
By RACHEL POPE
When the first Scot Spirit Day was
held eight years ago. Band Director
Nancy Dinner sent out a memoran-
dum that chastised the organizers for
putting too much emphasis on ath-
letes. The focus of such an event,"
Ditrner wrote,should be more gen-
eral"
And today it is. No longer is each
fall athlete introduced during the fair.
Now, Scot Spirit Day gives equal
representation to any interested stn-dentorganiT- ation
and serves as one of
the largestrecruilrnent events for cam-p-us
activities.
According to JeffHoemer, student
organization and activities iniernjhis
year's fair was a big success in terms
of the number of names on the
recruitment list at the tables that lined
thesklewalkoutskleofLowryCenter.
"It seemed like there was a great
interestcoming from the studentbody,
and the groups were well organized
and enthusiastic" Hoemer said.
Weekend highlights at Wooster
Students formulate creative ideas for beating the 'blahs' ,
-- a (
JENNIFER SCHUPSKA
There's, npt muck to do here,"
mrSlwsteS.Q;j-y1isfe- n up J. you
eaTweekendofcollege. Even
ftdc"Jeiiureime activities
JiieMcTebeatmgdown
yabar.meydoexisL There is
usually a party going on, but
some prefer to use their
imaginations in finding ways to
occupy their free time.
' V Admabedttieladcofleisure
$fc6$npbat a problem for Wooster
S&JenisVmaldng irrelevant the ques-j'-pt
tow d occupy it.
J DaMoore' attested to mis.
ngvdoni know. I don't have
3 dbnltltostody allthetime
"Himet to graduate, though. Steve
game of frisbee that leisure time
'can be used for anything, but "not
homework."
"! ' Those who are lucky enough not to
have schoolwork can enjoy the sights
and sounds of a beautiful afternoon
on the quad. Prom sunbathing to
spontaneous games of cricket, mere
are activities to suit almost any taste.
During Waster's monsoon sea-
son, cocooning in the lounge with a
favorite flick and a cup of cocoa is
difficult to pass up.
"We walk to Drug Mart, get mov- -
ies, and get eat-abks- ," commented
Terressa Skinner "97, as she and Toni
Mandry 97 searched the haDs for a
Suiderttorganizations hadgood rea-
son to be enthusiastic, for not only
was attendance high, but interest was
too.
Michelle Gershman '95, president
of the Jewish Student Association,
was impressed by the curiosity shown
by students for Wooster activities.
"We had a kx ofpeople come to our
booth who wanted to know about our
organization. The fair was great for
exposure," said Gershman.
Scot Spirit Day was great not only
for informing first-yea- rs about
available extracurricular activites and
giving upperclass studertfs new ways
to procrastinate, but also for bringing
thecampus together and boosting gen-
eral school spirit
The carnival-lik- e atmosphere of
the fair, with the picnic and the band,
made me really feel excited about
schooL I think it's great mat there is so
much life on this campus," said Tlana
Brownstein 98. .
There was plenty of life when the
band performed. People danced, eyes
'vCR.
Jermifer Hughes 97 adds, "I watch
TV and play my Game Boy and I go
to movies at Mateer alec There's not
i a lot to do in Wooster, you know."
For those who prefer more orga--
There is usually aparty going
on, but some prefer to use their
imaginations infinding ways
to occupy theirfree time.
nized activities, the campus offers a
varietyofstudera groups, among mem,
organizations for those with political,
volunteer, religious, or social inter-
ests.
Alec Bisaha96 said that hisfdlow
ctub-membe- rs "beat on each other
with large sticks," referring not to a
political rwan'"yafWV but athw to
the Wooster Medieval Society's
ftnariirrifustic combat.
For the less masochistic, dorm
roaming is an option not always con-
sidered by first-ye- ar students. One of
the bestways to meet people is to visit
other dorms.
"We just hang out in our rooms,"
saidArneliaSutt97. MattSlaybaugh
98 has overcome typical first-ye-ar
shyness and recommends meeting
people ... mere's always something
going on."
Even when there are no scheduled
activities, Wooster students manage
to create their own.
Christine Reid '96 has begun her
shined and die applause definitely
showed approval of the band's eight
songs. Ditrner wasn't disappointed in
them either.
"I was very pleased with the way
they performed and was especially
happy with the percussion feature,
Trep"Ditmer commented. Other
entertainment during the day came
from the lively Scottish dances and
the Wooster Medieval Society's
staged fights.
Rounding out the Scot Spirit Day
package was the patio picnic, held
behind Lowry Center. Dining Services
served hamburgers, baked beans and
other picnic fare. Howard Raber, di-
rector of dining services, said that
they tried to create a picnic-typ- e
atmosphere" with the hopes that more
people would be drawn to the club
tables, and to enhance the festive at-
mosphere.
It took a lot of careful planning by
the diverse organizations to create the
atmosphere ofScotSpiritDay.butthe
strong participation made the work
own tradition of "rolling down
McGaw atmidnight" torelieve stress.
For some, even normal everyday
chores can become more than recre-
ational. Sim says that "dopng laun-
dry on Friday nights" is a common
activity.
Jennifer Kelly 97 puts a twist.
Chubby Checker-styl- e, onthejoys
of spending time with the wash--,
ing inachines and dryers in the
laundry room. Kelly said, "We
were dancing in the laundry room
today ... It's great because it's a
tinoleHm floor so your shoes tap."
Dancing in the laundry room is
not the only unusual activity prac-tic- ed
by students. Even some time-honor-ed
Wooster traditions would
seem strange to those not initiated
into the ways of the schooL Hughes
reflected his experiences during win-
ter m Ohio. "In the winter, it's really
fun to go sledding on Lowry trays
(
down by the football field."
Another favorite winter legend
holds mat if students can H Kauke
arch with snow, then the administra-
tion will cancel classes for the day. --
Melissa Culver 96 commented on
the bizarre tradition, "It's a beck ofa
kx of fun, but it's futile ... it gets
everybody together and alLbut itnever
acconrplishes its intended purpose
to get a day off from schooL"
Although leisure time for Wooster
students is scarce, perhaps this article"
may come in handy on the day when
Kauluarch isaoualhfllledard school
cancelled, as you step out to discover
the wide, wonderful worldofWooster
in beautiful Wayne County.
TP
'.4 vl
pholo by DARWIN KEITH-LUCA- S
Voionteerisni abounds at the annual Scot Spirit Day. Habitat for
Humanity is one of 47 stndent organizations which participated in the
day's events.
easy. Hoemer was especially appre-
ciative ofeverybody's hard work and
also thought that the clubs that didn't
participate this year should consider
next year's fair.
Scot9 name handed
down though history
By AARON SKRYPSKI
The roar of the crowds, the tunes of
the bandTme sweat of the players, and
it's time once again for die College of
Wooster athletic season to begin. '
Onyour way to the firahome foot-
ball game torrxrow,read the T-shi- rts,
the hats and the other various sports
paraphernalia. Many times over you
will seeTheWoosterRghting Scots."
But was it always like that? Are we
simply the "Scots" Nransf. someone
got I great deal on kilts? Hardly...
Wooster began participating in '
intercollegiateactivities at the turn of
the century. At that time, we were
known as tbeTresbyterians,"are3ult
of the College's connection with the
Presbyterian Church. The College
earned the ireknameoTTresbyterian
Steamrollers" due to its athletic
prowess.
.
The name "Scots" was imtiaCfy
suggested by football coach Art
Murray in 1926. The name was not
used untilJormMiller.a Voice sports
writer, coined die term in an article
covering the football game against
Blufftort
Thus, the footall team became
known on campus as the "Scots" in
that Oct 1. 1931 issue. Reporter
David McLean and Miller included
the new name in a story submitted
both to the Cleveland Plain Dealer
and the Wooster Dotty focori. From
that point on, the College was known
as the "Scots."
Baseball inspired the addition of
Hoemer expressed, "I want to
encourage all those who didn't par-
ticipate this time to do so next year,
because it's a really good opportunity
for exposure," and for fun.
"fighting" to the title. Phil Shipe,
head coach in 19S0,deddedachange
was in cider after a losing season.
Shipe believed that the team needed
anextra rocialbcosL Could thisbe the
first glimmer of Scot Pride?
During the summer, Shipe had
watched the "Fighting Phils" win the
National League Pennant, while at-
tending graduate school at the Um-vtrsi-ry
ofPennsylvania. Asaresultof
their victory, Shipe chose to rename
the team rhe"righting Scots" to boost
team spirit.
It was not until the '60s that the
name was used to refer to the rest of
the College's sports teams. At the
same time, women's sports teams had
just achieved vanity status.
Believing the name "Fighting
Scots"tobe too masculine, thewomen
athletes chose to be refered to as the
"Scotties." It was not until 1987 that
the Women's Athletic Association
decided to change the name to "Lady
Scots." The change occured in order
to unify the athletic teams and allow
the entire program to partake in "Scot
Spirit."
As the leaves fall, the bagpipes
strike up, and you sit anxiously in
your seat waitingfertnat first kick off,
remember your "Scot Pride," and be
thankful mat we weren't christened
the Yeomen. That's Oberlin in case
you missed h.
Compiled with information
from the 1994 Fighting Scot
Football Guide.
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V
rent position at the Lowry front desk.
When asked what her duties at the
front desk entail,
Parkinson re-
sponded, I cash
checks, answer the
phone, give infor-
mation, sell candies
and mints. ... Ire-all- y
consider it a
tt,Ifs a really goodplace
to work and to get an
education. 1 think ifsjust excellent."
Joyce Parkinson,
rxiblk relationsjob.
I want to give a good image of the
College. Otherthingsweoo, including
selling tickets for college functions
and meal tickets. Ilike to feel thatlm
The Wooster Voice'Feature
Joyce: 18 years of valuable service
By HILARY A. TEYNOR
If you have ever needed laundry
tickets, candy and mints, Wayne
County maps, inftxrnationaboat cam-
pus events or just someone nice to
talk to, you've probably had the plea-sureofmeetmg- wim
Joyce Parkinson,
receptkmistatthefromdeskinLowry
Student Center.
Parkinson, a native of the Wooster
area, has worked at the College for 18
years. She began working in the
College post office and held that job
for one year until moving to her cur--
fountain n --j. .
really helping students."
She also described her favorite fea-tur- es
and aspects
of the College,
saying, "I feel it
is a very good
college: good
academics, a
good adminis-
tration, a beauti-
ful campus. It's
a really good place to work and to get
an education. I think it's just excel-
lent"
Parkinson found it impossible to
PROUDLY MZStV75'--
identify her least favorite characteris-
tics of theCollege. When asked what
she didn't like about the College,
Parkinson responded, "I don't think I
could say there's anything I don't like
about iL"
In reflection on the nature of Col-
lege students, Parkinson character-
ized the students at Wooster as "proud
of their campus and eager to talk
about it"
She concluded, "I really like my
job, and I love being around the stu-
dents. I wouldn't be here 18 years if
I didn't love iL"
(? TICKET ff&MANY"
&uses eave --fircvt
or yvc.V:
v - bit ''1
:Page;7
Relevant
phone facts
Thanks to AT&T magic Wooster
students can do aU kinds of tricks with
the phones in their very own rooms!
Unfortunately, very few people actu-
ally know how to make phones
perform to the best of their abilities.
For those of you who have not yet
realized your phones' true potential,
the Voice is proud to present this
handy clip V save guide tophone fun
at Wooster back by popular
demand.
CaU-Waitin- g:
If you are on the phone and hear a
beeping sound, press the receiver but-
ton and release iL This puts the first
party on hold while you answer your
second calL Then dial 106 to connect
with the second party. When you
finish talking with them, press the
receiver again to reconnect automati-
cally with the first party.
Three-Wa-y Calling:
To use this feature, dial the first
party's number and ask them to hold.
Press the receiver button, and listen
for a dial tone. Then dial the second
party's number. When they answer,
press the receiver again, and all three
parties wintecanrjectcd.;r
calls fixinDoie;tfen3k
this way, just hang up after both other
parties are on the line. ; '
Star () 5: n -- , f-- ,f nov v?If, when calling people, you hear a
busy sighaTof a shortened ring,then
they are already on the phone,. But
rear not, mere a uu
the receiver once:
extension number of.
aretryiniibicacUra
wait When thatperson haflgsirfcte
phone will ring thretf tlmfcs W.yr
end. WhenyoupkkapOiephothe
service will autorriatic the
second party. ',.
AccoantlBfonnatki "7",.
Beware, though!
,
If.you ptejr
much with these feajwhjfc; fak-
ing long distance, bswiplo
runupquiteaphbrtbutpcl
balance cfycirccQuhtT
at l-80O-4- 4$-)63.
.-v-
e'ypur
personal account nurrrfier.arij P$C
ready! You can also use service
tofindoutspecific lcdiahrat
Audbc , t,
This$7-per-mpn- m featureisiy
mail service for students.andfatf be
accessed from any phone, will
record iricornirigrnessagesanaahswer
call waiting.
.
J r,
'
- '
We hepe that this guide wiD prove
useful, whether you are on me phone
with grandma or just gabbing with
friends upstairs. So remember, it is
not who you talk to, but the amazing
gadgets you utilize throughout the
conversation that really matter.
Compiled with information
from Voice file.
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SOLO Impressions
exhibit atFrickArt
pi2 trrt; !V- -. v.-.- -
4 .
&l boat Vt &flr..'i: - :
tow?
. : -- v,-. pboto
Toetry gloves," a lithograph by
Impressions exhibit at Frick Art
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Ford gives an 'ardent yet modest performance'
MOVIE REVIEW
By NAT MISSTJLDINE
According to the box office rev-
enues, Harrison Ford, star of the
film "Clear and Present Danger,"
has appeared in more of
Hollywood's all-ti- me top money-
makers than any other actor work-
ing today.
; With the Star Wars and Indiana
looes. trilogies, the cult favorite
"Blade' Runner." the courtroom
dramaPresuroed Innocent" and last
summer's blockbuster The Fugi-
tive" all tucked underneath his belt,
one would think that Ford would
eventually r in to run into prob-
lems.
First, he may have trouble finding
movies that can live up to the prece-
dent bis previous films have set.
Second, his ego may become so
inflated and so resultingry insuffer-
able that no one would want to give
him any more attention. Yet in his
latest film. "Clear and Present Dan-
ger," Ford once again avoids the
pirfaQs of the typical rich and fa-
mous movie star and does so with
the lead role in a smart and enter
(Si?
mm
r I . , '
A:
'
.
provided bjr Ae FRICKAKT MUSEUM"
Lesley DDI b part of the SOLO
Museum.
taining action film.
"Clear and Present Danger" is the
third installment in a series ofTom
Clancy bocks turned into Hollywood
movies, with the central character
Jack Ryan (played first by
Alec Baldwin mTheHunt
for Red October" and then In
by Ford in "Patriot
Games"). Ryan is por-
trayed theas the constant
seeker of goodness and famous
truth among the usual host the
ofcorrupt military and po-
litical officials.
This time Ryanhas been
appointed to take the place of his
cancer-strick-en boss and close friend
(played by James Earl Jones) as
Directorthe Central Intelligence
Agency, a job for which Ryan feels
he is unqualified.
While this switch is being made,
the president of the United States
and his inner circle of staff members
are fighting a losing battle in the war
on drugs and have decided to take
matters into their own hands. In
other words, they recklessly break
constitutional laws and authorize a
lop-secr- et combat mission into South
America to wipe out some major
Sheryl Crow's album satisfies
album
ASHLEY VAUGHT
- This is LA. If you have heard this
When I bought Sheryl Crow's al-- f soog, and seen the film "Reservoir
bom, Tuesday Night Music Qub, 'Dogs " you will instantly recognize
I was apprehensive. The album . that whiny guitar sound that is
cover has a picture of a beaudM'vprescatiAthesongoauesoiindtrack
woman, whoIam assuming is Crow, - of the film, Stuck in die Middle
wearing a jean jacket and smiling V with' Yoti." "Another' reason wy
thoughtfully. For some reasonjhis --: this album isLAIsh U that it would ',
looked like the kind of album Cover- - rslip casilYmlo tbc spundnackof the
Amy Grant would have. So,1 war; film Shortcuts,? which is Robert
apprehensive. What if the. album Ahnian'scdebiattchTUMinvolv-- ,
sounded like Grant, too? . s-- T Ingthat city and Raymond Carver's
Crow proved my suspicion's .'Characters. " "V v.";
groundless. Almough that raises 'Tneal
the question, have I actually hs-- J likabfe, though none of them have
tened thoroughly enough toGranrto . the aama sound asJAH J Wanna
say that Crow is nothing like hert f. DoW In fact, samerof.iheMother'
The answer is no, and my only real.
response is that I liked the Tuesday
Night Music dub" album, and con--,
versely, I haven't yet likedany Grant
tunes I have heard.
Crow's music fits into the niche I
would characterize as the "ambi--.
tious songwriterAnusician genre.
Among other artists such as Bob
Dylan and Tom Petty, she fits well
into this category. Dylan is also
consideredafbllcsinger.buthat clas-
sification isn't as easily applicable:
to Crow. Her music is very LAr
ish, if that is possible, and that dis-
tinction is generally due to the subject matter of songs.
For instance, the song which has
been recently receiving airplay, "All
drug cartels who have been at the
root ofall the drug problemsback in
the States. -
Depending onone's political lean-
ing, correlations could be made to. .
his latestfilm, "Clear and Present
Danger' Ford once again avoids
pitfalls ofthe typical rich and;
movie star and does so with-- '
lead role in a smart and , - 'r --
entertaining action film. '
'-"-
-
' '
. v
.r .
recent andor current admmnrra- -. -
tions; good liberals" will take the'J
negative portrayal of the president
as an allusion to Reagan and staunch
conservatives will no doubt com-pa- re
it to Clinton. However, k should
be apparent to any politically con-
cerned individual that the depiction
stems mainly from a paranoia and
mistrust toward federal governmen-
tal conduct shared by an increasing
number of Americans.
Fortunately, the film doesn't dis-
tort its focus by trying to become a
political satire and spends only a
minimal amount of time making the
I Wanna Do." starts out with Crow
announcing. This ain't no disco . .
. and it ain't no country club either.
scngsareappea&ng even ancr an'
initial listening.
The sixth track is The Na-N-a
Song," -- which sounds if played
.
loudly, much like Lenny Kravitz,
and drones along with probably the
least amount of chord variation
throughout the song (compared to
other songs on thealbum). It is like
Crow's tribute to RM.'s "It's the
End of the World as We Know It
and I Feel Fine) " but not without
Crow's own distinctive flavor. ,
.
,
The first four tracks all fall upon,
the same vein as far as progression
of sound goes; the songs start out
slowly, somewhat confessional
. (with the exception of "Run, Baby,
Run" which is a story-type-of-son- g).
U.S. government look bad.
We soon are irturned to the action
and to the protagonist, who is still a
few steps behind inthispowergame.
For reasons he is not sure of , Ryan is
'f --."sent fo Colombia, where
an undercover U.S. mili-
tary unit is killing cartel"
leaden and placing blame
oa fellow drug kingpins.
Ryan gets caught in the
middle of these fiery con-- ;
fficts. making: for some
enthralling action se- -.
"There are two outstand- -
ingly exciting scenes mfhe movie,
:Tbe first occurs in Colombia when
yan and hiaides get cornered in a .
narrow alley "by terrorists and are
being shot irt --from all-side- s and
heights. The enclosed space of the
sequence, conveys not, only the
trapped and panicked feeling Ryan
is experiencing but makes for some
tight, suspenseful action. . -
" The sccondlcene takes place back
in Washington D.C as Ryan is be-
ginning to become aware of the lies
he has been told about the president's
true intentions and actions.
The action here is not provided
Thefifth track, "Solidify," is much
more exciting right away. It's got
r this funky wa-w-a guitar going, as
well as the disco guitar (there is a
difference). For the chorus, there is
a female accompaniment which
works into the sound seamlessly, a
dyslexic drumbeat and general
"yeah to it, if you can understand
that.'- -
. The seventh, eighth, tenth and
eleventh tracks are also all similar.
In that sense, it's a cohesive album:
the first four tracks are similar, there
are. three wildcat tracks near the
middle, and the four end tracks of
the album are the same, somewhat
mournful tone. They are not overly
depressing, but they use the bass
guitar skillfully.
. The righm track, "What I Can Do
For You," may be an exception to
that statement (not that the bass gui-
tar isn't used skillfully). . Actually,
the eighth track is depressing in
message, but the tone of the song is
somewhat upbeat. Supposedly, the
singer of the song is a man, offering
what the song title says be is offer-
ing. He's not particularly thought-
ful; perhaps this is Crow's obliga-
tory feminist plug, and that's fine,
because it's a pretty good song. ,
.
For the most part, I have no great
complaints with this album. Tues-
day Night Music Club" is a well-ma- de
album from a new artist and I
would recommend purchasing it to
everyone.
with gun and missile launcher but
with a computer. Ryan is attempt-
ing to break into the secret files,
- which contained authorization for
the covert military actions in Co- -
. lombia, of a fellow official who he
knows has been up to nogood, while
simultaneously this evil-do- er CIA
agent is trying to erase these same
files. It becomes a chase scene on a
database, a race of who can access
iriformation the fastest. The scene is
surprisingly effective and has as
.much, if not more, edge-of-your-s- eat
thrill as any car chase or shoot-
out,
.
" "In the end, Ryan sees that justice
is served, and Ford delivers the kind
of ardent yet modest performance
that he has become accustomed to
giving, and that bis audience has
come to admire.
"Clear and Present Danger" is a
simple, sturdy action picture with
just enough action and gunplay to
keep the viewers alert. Since its
release in early August it has seen
sizable success in the box office as
well. For Ford, lightning has struck
again. It makes one wonder how
much longer he will be able to keep
this up.
Idenility
By CHRISTINE POWELL .
The biggest event of the event of
thefall sexnester.Party on the Green,
will be held Sept 17 at 7:30pan. on
the quadand will host theband Men-- "
tity. Identity has its roots in reggae,
but they also play funk, rap and
rock.
The band,withitsdiverse musical .
foundations, is said to be "fun. Kg,
and a real crowd-pleaser- ," accord- -'
ing to the band's press release.
DeightonCharlerMtgrieandVirginia
Hunt started the band in 1982.
andthcar calypso-regga- e sound made 7
them very popular in midwestem'
clubs and college towns. Eventu-- 1
airy, the group refined their sound,
and is now characterized as "Island
Funk."
.
-
.' ;
AsCharlemagneaptJyputsit,MWe
don't want to be put into any one
category. We like the variety."
When the band first started, they :
toured under the name Irie which is
a Jamaican word fortoveand happi-
ness. They changed their name in
1987 when they were signed by
Mango Records.
The band also increased its num-
bers with the additions ofseven other
members. Two of the members of
uWgroup, including Charlemagne,
are natives of St. Lucian, an island
intheCairibean. Theotherfivenew
members are Americans, with ses-
sion credits including Levert, Slave,
Jack McDuff, David Byrne, the Bar-Kay-s,
Isaac Hayes, the Staple Sing-
ers, the Memphis Horns, Parliament
0
Atof just anyone can be fespensshte for territory
like this. Then again, not just anyone can be one
of us. But if you're exceptionally smart tough
and determined, then Officer Candidates School
(DCS will be the place you can prove whether or
The Wooster Voice Arts & Entertainment
to play F
fin m' w o a .u u V ini m n li ij m
UlMiito(Ui wPffiU iSpilllti 0
and Funkadelic, to name a few.
The band's first album, "Iden-
tity," was applauded by the CMJ
MusicReport.wboWad the album's
"rootsy.yetfuDrxxliedsound." This
report also talked about how the
music on the album inspired peace
and hope. -
The album was voted the second
most popular album ia Class
magazine's Top 20 International
not you're
- filled with
'JIJT-
-
" honor. IflfitBl3 fromTkm,
1 1
the Green
Identity b composed of members from both the United States and St Lucia, a Carribean island, and
consider their mask "Island Funk," although their own sound contains elements of calypso, funk, rap
and rock. The band will be playing at Party on the Green next Saturday.
chart The album was produced by
Dennis Thompson, who has worked
with such great musicians such as
Bob Marley and Steel Pulse.
Identity's second album. "All In
One," was released in 1989; and
proved just as successful. This al-
bum came in at number five on the
CMJ Top Ten Reggae Albums of
the Decade. The lyricsare said to be
close to the sweetness ofreggae star
1A
a leader ofMarines. Its a career that's
unlimited opportunities, pride and
you wantacareerthatsa world apart
ordina7' i You' 90t what it
For more information about the Marine Corps Officer Programs, see Captain Shawhan in the Lowry
Center on Thursday Sept. 22nd between 10:30AM and 1:30PM or call 800-842-27- 71 for details.
PILOT POSITIONS STILL AVAILABLE.
pbolo provided by SOUND ADVICE
Bob Marley. The album has already
been hailed as a classic.
The band's biggest venue lately
was theNocbe De San Juan Festival
in Condado, San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Shortly after that they performed at
the 5th Annual Winston Music Fes-
tival in St Croix, Virgin Islands.
The band was well recieved in their
performance at the 1987 Reggae
SunsplaSh Festival in Jamaica; - r
FRIDAY, SEPT. 10
Video: "Ghost" The Under-
ground, 8 pjn., 50 cents. Patrick
Swayze, Demi Moore and Whoopi
Goldberg star in this supernatural
romance flick. Bring your roman-
tic interest to this one.
Spotlight Showcase: Odd Girl
OutatMom's,9pjn.-llpj- n. An
entertaining evening is assured at
the Spotlight Showcase!
Red Pin Special in Scot Lanes!
Win free games from 9 p.m. -- 11
pjn. Knock down those red pins!
SATURDAY, SEPT. 11
Join the Hip-Ho- p MOOving
COW as it ventures toCedar Point
for a day of heart-poundi-ng ex-
citement Register at the frontdesk
for $15. The bus will leave
promptly at 9 a.m. Have fun on
the Gemini, Demon Drop and the
Magnum.
. 'Film: "Ferris Bueller's Day
Sept. 17
Identity has also opened for ac-
complished acts such as the Clash,
Sty Dimbar and Robbie Shakespeare,
King Sunny Ade and Third World.
With these two successful albums
behind them. Identity is sure to make
Party on the Green a great event
The gate opens at 7:30 pjn. and
Identity will kick off their show
shortly thereafter. There is no cover
charge. Snacks, beerand other bev-
erages will be served at the party
and things will wrap up at 11 p.m.
For those who still want to party,
abash is scheduled to be held in The
Underground from 10:30 pjn. to 1
ajn. The cover charge will be a 75 j
cents. TheSimes overlap here, so ;
'that the transition between the two
parties will be smooth and that there ;
won't be a crowd control problem. j
A DJ win get things started in The
Underground, and the band Java
Bean will kick off their show at
11:30 pjn. f .Java Bean, who played last year at
"Dancing on McGaw." The band is
composed ofone College ofWooster
graduate, and three other members
from the Cleveland area. JavaBean's
mix of funk and hardcore, with the
frontman Damon Moody, who tends
to energize the group'sperformance, ;
should make the night a musical :
extravaganza.
.
Party on the Green is sponsored
by the Students Activities Board as
well as other campus organizations, j
Compiled with information
provided by Sound Advice.
2 J
Off" Mateer. 7:30 o.m. & 10
pjn., $1. Let the crazy antics of
one high school student take you
away from the stresses ofxollege
life. "Anyone ... anyone?"
Moonlight BowlingScot
Lanes from 11 p.m! 12:30a.m.'
Free shoe rental!
.
"
.
'
,
SUNDAY, SEPT. 11 ... , ,
,.(
Guest speaker. Denise Munoz
will speak on "Strength through''
Diversity" at 7 p.m. in the Pite.
Classic Film: "The Fourth"
Man" Mateer, 7:30 p.m. Free:
MONDAY, SEPT. 12
Poster Sale. Decorate your
room with posters from Trent
Graphics. Lowry Loung, 10 a.m.
-- 7 p.m.
TUESDAY, SEPT. 13
Video: "Lastof the Mohicans."
The Underground, 8pjn.,50cent&y
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Robertsohwpmeh's --
voUeybaUlDif to fast stkrt
For the first time since 1983, the LsSdkybantBamstanedoff.&d
seascnwim two straight victories. ;- - ' V -- ."$!.";-
LastSaturday, Wooster defeated Anderson 12-1- 5, 15-945-- 12 and Earlham
15-13.15-
-2.
.
--
.
, ---
-j.
:
,--
:v
Individually. Patty Turninz '97 leads the Wooster attack with 2A kills pec.
contest. Sarah Robertson 96 leadsthe undefeated Lady Scdtsjn assists writhe
8.4 per game. Robertson is a perfect 2t-for--21 in serve attempts this year.
During her career atWooster, she isLadx
.
Wooster will put its 2-- 0 record oh thejinfr this weekend 'when it travels to
Oberiin for the annual Oberlin Early Bird Tournament. -
Informatioh wrftpiUd by the Sports department
Lady Scot soccer team to- -
host Wooster Invitational
After splitting its two games last
week, the Lady Scot soccer team will
host the Wooster Invitational this
weekend.
The Invitational, which runs on
Saturday and Sunday, features
Maryville, Wheeling Jesuit and
Wilmington.
Wooster lost its opener 4-- 1 at the
hands of Mary Washington. Kim
Kuhls '95 scored theLady Scots' lone
goaL DemseDrescher97 registered
Geneva
'fiWsaves in thegarrr allowed all
four Mary Washington goals. '
v" On Weobesday afternoon, theLady
Scots evened their record at 1-- 1, by
defeating Heidelberg 1-- 0.
FoDowmg theWooster mvitational
this weekend, Wooster's next game
win pit them against Wilmington on
Wednesday afternoon.
Information compiled by the
Sports Department
The Wooster Voice Sports
--r-
Scots
continued from page 12
meetings. Last year, the Hornets
defeated the Scots 30-1-0.
'
--"We look forward to the challenge
wehaveaheadofusin Wooster," said
Wannack. It's always exciting to
fetj
SC(
your season kicked off."
OT NOTES:
Wooster's only scrimmage of the
pre-seas- on took place in last week's
Black and Gold game...-..Defensi- ve
end Matt Haas 9S win miss the game
because of personal reasons. Jason
Legg '98 will start in Haas'
.
ptareT.:...,No one has won outright the
pnntmgandkickmgjofjsforthc Scots.
Brent Marty '96 is in competition
with Tim Gargasz 96 and Scott
Amstutz 97 for the right to be the
Scots' punter. As far as kicker goes,
Marty is vying for ttekicking position
with Ron Hustwit95 Wooster has
not won a season opener since 1987
when they upset Mount Union 17--
15Three members of the class of
1998 have cracked the starting lineup
for tomorrow afternoon's game
against Kalamazoo. Jim Warstkrand
MarkHarperwiUstarton theoffensive
line, while Mike Noble will start at
linebacker.
Woosterdowned in Championship Game ofScot Classic
The Fighting Scot soccer team
kicked offits 1994 season by finishing
second in the Scot Classic last
weekend.
In the championship game of the
two day tournament, Wooster was
downed by Geneva College 4-- 3 in an
overtime thriller. JohnRetzlQfFs'96
two-go-d perfonnance was not enough
to lead the Scots to victory --as the
Golden Tornadoes won on a goal by
Chad Eicher with 22 seconds
remaining in the second overtime
period.
Bob Leonard '97 tallied in the
secondoverumetoputWooster ahead
3-- 2, but two goals within a minute of
each other spelled the Scots doom:
Retzloffs goals were both scored in
the first half, helping Wooster lo a 2-Ohaffii- melead.
.
;'
.
.
Wooster advanced to the
championship game by defeating
Hope College 2--1. Leonard's goal
with 44 seconds renaming game the
Scots the victory. Colin Ozmoe 96"
added the Scots first goal with 933
rpmTtring in thft emtest. . .. '
On Tuesday .the Fighting Scots"
'defeated Mount Union College 3--2.
Once again, Retzloff led the Scots.
He scored two goals, while assisting
on the other. His goal with 2638
remaining proved to be the
gamewinner. Paul Elliot 97 made
nine saves in goal for Wooster in the
winning effort. The Scots see action
- t ; . - - - -
flJs
tomorrow when they travel to Hiram phoo by' brtttany bullard
for a2 pjn. start. John Retzloff 96 struggles for possession in the Fighting Scots' 3--2 win
Information compiled by the over Mount Union on Tuesday afternoon.
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photo by BRTTTANY BULLARD
Katie Ewig 97 drives down the field in the Lady Scots 2--1 victory over
Slippery Rock University last Tuesday. ;
Doyle leads Lady Scots
to victory in opener
i
The return of coach Brenda Meese from a year's leave was a successful one
as she and her Lady Scot field hockey team opened up the 1994 season with a
home victory over. DePauw 1-- 0. Captain Katie Doyle 96 continued their
winning streak and scored Wooster's lone goaL
On Tuesday afternoon, the Lady Scots rnadeU two wms to start the season
by defeating Slippery Rock Umversiiy 2-1- 81 Cmdy Barr Memorial Held.
Doyk? scored'the garne-winherwSQ-- Jtfr a pass
from Meg McLaughlin '98. Katie Ewig '97 scored Wooster's first goal on a
assist firom captain Jill Chokey 95.
This weekend, Wooster travels east to take on Elizabethtown (tonight at
6.-0-0) and Eastern Mennonite (tomorrow at 10:00).
Wooster's next home match will be September 17 against Kenyon.
Information compiled by the Sports department
Join the sport of the century!!!
all those interested in joining
Women's Lacrosse
.
.
. must come to a meeting
Monday, Sept 12 at 6:00 p.m.
in the PEC classroom
Beginners welcome!!
Co-E- d Voixeyball Tournament
September 18, 1994
Rostex&are due on September 12
Submit Rosters to:
Regan Turner, c-29- 09 orx 3103
The Wooster Voice
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Fighting Scots set to kick off 1994 season
Tucker begins ayouth movement tomorrow againtKalamazoo College atJohn P. Papp Stadium
By MKE HOUSEHOLDER
Sometimes k is necessary to start
things all over again. That is exactly
what Head Football Coach Bob
Tucker will being doing this fall in
Wooster.
Tucker's Fighting Scots lost 12
starters from last season's team which
posted a 2--7 overall record. It is time
to rebuild.
"We lost a la of guys from last
year, and theonly choice we have is to
start anew," said Tucker.
Although the 1994 Scots will look
considerably different from last year,
they do have some holdovers from the
past On offense, a few familiar faces
remain. Jim Smucker '96 wifl start
his second season at quarterback.
Smucker will be backed up by Scott
Amstutz 97, who win also double as
a wide receiver in certain situations.
famebackfield, JohnGraebing 96
win once again start at tailback, where
he proved very effective last season.
In 1993. Graebing rushed for 723
yardJaa 130 carries. Chris Solis 96
will be called upon to lead the way for
Graebing as the starting fullback.
The receiving corps got a shot on
the arm when Brian Wright '95 de-
cided to return to the team after miss
as
a
o
o
u
m
o
o
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football:
Sat Kalamazoo (H) 1:30 pjn.
Sat. Hnam (A) 2 pjn.
ing all of last season with a chronic
hamstring injury. Wright needs 33
receptions this season to become
Wooster's all-ti- me leading receiver.
Also returning will be Edgar Van
Hoose 95, who was third on the team
last year with lOcatchesfor 103 yards.
Chris Bodle 98, impressive in pre-
season practices, will likely contrib-
ute at receiver in 1994.
The offensive line is a question
mark this season with the loss of four
.seniors from last season. Newcomers
JimWarstler and Mark Harper 98s
win both be counted upon to step in
and start in their first years.
On the other side of the ball, line-
backer Jamie Ruhl '93, the heart of
last season'sdefense will return. Ruhl
led the team in tackles last year with
81. Dana Kreeger '93 wul also return
at linebacker, hoping to provide some
veteran leadership to some of the
younger players.
On the defensive line. Matt Haas
95 and Travis Sanders 96 are the
only returnees. Haas registered 17
tackleS and one sack last year, while
Sanders had 23 tackles and one sack.
In the secondary. Sly Slaughter '97
win be expected to lead the group.
Slaughter stepped in last year as an
immediate starter and had an out--
Game: The
Date:
Site:
Kickoff:
Broadcast:
Tickets:
Series:
Last Meeting:
The upcoming
field hockey:
today Elbabethtown (A)
6 pjn.
Sat. Eastern Mennonite (H)
10 j
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
The Fighting Scots, shown here in last week's Black and Gold
scrimmage, wfll be pot to their first real test tomorrow by Kalamazoo.
standing year in which he finished
fifth on the team in tackles with 33,
and he led the Scots in interceptions
with three.
"We know we're a young team,"
said Tucker. "All we can hope for is
Kalamazoo College Hornets vs. the Fighting Scots
Saturday, September 10, 1994
John P. Papp Stadium (capacity 4, 500)
1:30 pjn.
WKVX 960 in Wooster
Clear Picture Cable in Wooster
$4 Reserved$3 General Admission$l Student
Kalamazoo leads 3--1
Kalamazoo 30, Wooster 10 on September 11, 1993
L
week in Sports:
volleyball:
today Oberhn Tourney (A)
12 p.m.
Sat Oberlin Tourney (H)
lOi
that each one ofour guys gets better
iridividuaDy as the seasonprogresses."
One plus for Wooster this season is
the fact mat due to a quirk in schedul-
ing, the Scots win play six of theirlO
games at home.
today Wooster Classic (H)
Sat Wooster Classic (H)
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Wooster kicks off the 1994 season
against Kalamazoo College tomor-
row afternoon. Came time at John P.
Papp Stadium is 1:30 pjn.
The Fighting Scots will have their
work cut out for them as they face a
solid Hornets team, which finished 7--2
last season. Street and Smith's
College Football ranked Kalamazoo
13th in the nation in its 1994 pre-
season NCAA Division III poll.
The- - Hornets return a total of 16
starters from last season's squad,
which finished second in the Michi-
gan Intercollegiate Athletic Associa-
tion. Defense seems to be the name of
the game for Kalamazoo, as the Hor-
nets return nine starters, including
First Team aU-MIA- A lineman Tom
Stwajek '93, who registered a team-hig-h
8.5 sacks. Siwajek, is a pre-
season All-Amer- ica selection by
College Football Preview.
On offense, the Hornets lost quar-
terback Chris Berkimer to gradua-
tion. Berkimer, one of the greatest
signal-calle-rs in school history, broke
five Kalamazoo records during his
stay there. However, head coach Dave
Wannack feels he has found a re-
placement in Greg McDonald 97, a
6--6 transfer student from the Univer-
sity of Toledo.
At running back, ClimWagner "V5
returns after posting another success-
ful season in 1993. Wagner rushed
for 733 yards and 12 touchdowns a
year ago.
Fighting Scot head coach Bob
Tucker remembers Wagner all too
wen. "He rWagner is a big guy and
apowerMrurtningback,,'saidTucker.
"He ran wefl against us two years ago
here."
So. what does Wannack worry the
most about playing the Scots
tomorrow? Is it Wooster'i running
attack led by John Graebing "96?
We're worried about the top to
Wooster," said Wannack. "We have
a long trip to start the year, and that's
never an ideal sitnarion."
Despite the long trip. Wannack
looks forward to his third meeting
with the Scots. Kalamazoo has de-
feated Wooster in the last two
please see SCOTS, page 11
Quote ofthe week
"We stunk the Joint out."
Pittsburgh Sutlers
corner back Rod Woodson on
his team's performancelast
Sunday againstDallas in the
Cowboys' 26-- 9 victory.
